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oworkers sitting 

together over lunch dis- 

cussing even/thing from 

the latest Super Bowl 

game to the knotty problems 

they encountered that day in their 

work is not particularly unusual- 

unless the workers are separated 

by 800 miles. The smooth integra- 

tion of casual and task-specific 

interactions, combined with the 

ability to meet informally as well 

as formally, is a critical aspect of 

productive group work. Most tools 

in comouter-supported coop- 

erative work (CSCW) are devoted 

to the computational support of 

task-specific activities 17, 121, but 

support for cooperative work Is 

not complete without consider- 

ing all aspects of the work group 

process. When groups are geo- 

graphically distributed, It is par- 

ticularly important not to neglect 

the need for informal interac- 

tions, spontaneous conversations, 

and even general I_- 
awareness of people 

and events at other 
Mml 

sites [2, 131. 



Mrdi.3 spa--.s techrwl<~g~c;,lly 
created environment, rmcrgrd from 
a concern for both the social and 
technical practices of collaborative 
work and from an eftbrt to support 
those practices. Our research is based 
on the premise that work is funda- 
mentally social; it is constructed out 
of the activities of thr participants 
and those activities depend on more 
than the explicit content of the work 
task [14, 241. Technologies to sup- 
port collaborative work are defined 
by the social setting and by the na- 
ture of the work, as well as by the fea- 
tures of the technology. Moreover, in 
the case of the media space, there has 
been an interdependent evolution of 
the technology and of the activity 
around the technology that could not 
have been set forth in advance. 

Our media space was created at 
the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center 
(PARC) in the mid-t980s. For three 
years beginning in lYX5, one of thr 
research laboratories at Xerox PARC 
was geographically split between Palo 
Alto, California, and Portland, Ore- 
gon. The stated intent was to main- 
tain a single group and explore tech- 
nologies to support collaborative 
work. Such a cross-site working situa- 
tion is, by its very nature, impover- 
ished with respect to the usual ability 
to engage in joint activity of any sort. 
Yet it is precisely this joint activity 
that is essential to the creation and 
maintenance of a single tab or work 
group. Our research centered 
around finding a means of support- 
ing that cross-site work including the 
necessary social connections. A 
media space of video, audio, and 
computing technologies allowed pew 
pie at the two sites to work together 
and, perhaps more important, to 
“be” together (see Figure 1). The 
media space enabled a way of work- 
ing that allowed social and task- 
specific act,wttes fo come together 
across time and space. 

We will tuok a~ three stages in the 
evolution of the media space. First 
WC describe the social srtting and the 
technological dcvctopments that led 
to the creation and evolution of the 
media space. Second, we discuss the 
media space in use, focusing on the 
Palo Alto-Portland link to gain a bet- 
tcr understanding of both the wctl- 
notogy and the work activity around 
the technology. Third, we took at the 
media space in its current forms and 
discuss what we have learned from 
the Palo Alto-Portland link. We sug- 
gest that research issues for media 
spaces concern the drsign of such 
systems, the use of such systems, the 
technology underlying such systems, 
and the ways in which work and tcch- 
nology are mutually interwoven. 

How Media SpaCeS Began 
‘To unrlcrstand lhe crraion of the 
media space requires looking at its 
technological antecedents, its local 
roots, and its actual development. A 
variety of projects provided antece- 
dents to influence the media space’s 
initial form. In particular, in 1985 
the availability of video technologies 
was growing and there were a range 
of explorations into the use of video 
for connecting people across dis- 
tances. The local roofs were in the 
Xerox PARC System Concepts Lab+ 
ratory (SCL). SCL was established as 
a geographically split entity in 1984. 
Its mission was to consider interper- 
sonal computing, the logical succes- 
sor to personal computing which had 
dominated computing and commu- 
nications research at PARC for SCY- 
erat previous years. 

Antecedents 
Outside the SCL research arena, the 
picturephone, video conferencing, 
and “Hole-in-Space” especially influ- 
enced the creation of the SCL media 
space. Since the early 1960s AT&‘T 
had been demonstrating various 

terms ot prototype ‘P,cturc Phones’, 
t&phones with video cameras and 
monitors that allowed callers to view 
each other. These prototypes had a 
unitary ‘video follows audio’ para- 
digm. ‘I‘he demonstrations, at such 
places as world’s fairs and Disney- 
land, were set up in expanded tete- 
phone booths-special places where 
one would g<, to use the apparatus. 
The booths physically positioned the 
callers for optimum lighting and a 
semblance of eye contact, simulating 
in a crude way the one-on-one posi- 
tion of a face-to-face encounter. The 
‘callers’ would not actually have the 
opportunity to place a call to somr~ 
one they knew but would wait in tine 
to talk with other callers who hap- 
pened into the other booth. 

More recently, the video confcr- 
arcing industry has positioned itself 
primarily as an alternative to expen- 
sive and time-consuming air travel. 
Beginning in the mid-1980s, video 
conferencing has taken place in 
custom-built facd~ues using expen- 
sive and relatively scarce high- 
bandwidth satellite channels. The 
facilities are organized to provide 
balanced audio and video transmis- 
sion; typically, to give the illusion of 
sitting across the table from the re- 
mote party. The equipment is com- 
plex and requires an operator to 
make connections, manage equip- 
ment and handle problems. The new 
generation of video compression 
technology developed for less expen- 
sive remote conferencing enabled 
the Palo Alto-Portland video link. 

Of more direct lineage to the SCL 
media space was the ‘Hole-in-Space’ 
created by video artists Kit Galloway 
and Shari Rabinowitz [5]. Hote-in- 
Space was a real-time video/audio 
connection between Century City (in 
Los Angeles) and Lincoln Center (in 
New York City). Set in outdoor pub- 
tic pedestrian spaces, each end pro- 
jected approximately full-size images 
of people strolling by and encounter- 
ing others across the continent. More 
similar to window shopping than a 
sidewalk encounter with friends, 
people would stop, stare for a white, 
hear the sound of the remote conver- 
sation, and then strike up a conversa- 
tion with passersby at the other end. 
The apparatus was in suppport of 
the artists’ agenda about the power 





Roots 
To trace the earhrst routs of the Xl. 
media space one must trace the way 
of working that the media space 
sought to enable. From the begin- 
ning, the Lab was a close group 
whose members collaborated on 
pr+cts and management alike. Al- 
though there was a hierarchical man- 
agement structure, lab members reg- 
ularly attended staff meetings, and 
most decisions were made by consrn- 
sus. In addition, weekly lab meetings 
ensured that there was not only fre- 
quent exchange of research progress 
but also social activity. The social ori- 
entation was an acknowledged part 
of XL’s agenda and way of working. 
To make the most of the diverse 
backgrounds and research interests 
within the Lab, communications 
(both social and technological) were a 
component of research and Lab dis- 
course. With the mow from personal 
to interpersonal computing, the lab 
initially took computing as the means 
to support this communication 
among people. Lab members saw it 
as a challenge to integrate access to 
large shared information sources 
and powerful computational services 
together with activities such as casual 
interrupting, gossiping, and brain- 
storming. A turning point for this 
group occurred when they rerop- 
nized that high-bandwidth comrnu- 
nications allowed them to talk abou 
audio, video, and computing to- 
gether [3]. 

The site in Portland was designrd 
with a physical environment that 
closely matched the one in Palo Alto. 
Offices were on the periphery of a 
common area with a private confer- 
ence room nearby. Each researcher 
was encouraged to make two trips a 
year to the other site. Initially, the 
two sites were linked by a 9.6 kilobit 
per second (Kb per set) link between 
their computer networks for shared 

file ~CLCSS and rlcctroni< mail, as well 
as by telephone (speaker phones pro- 
vided the support for group meet- 
ings). The data link soon grew to 
5fiKh per sec. 

Although SCI. was organized into 
groups which nominally carried rc- 
sponsibility for separate projects, 
project mcmbrrship was fluid across 
these organizational boundaries. 
People would join and leave projects 
and discuss technical matters of 
othrr projects. It was not unusual to 
have project teams with members in 
both Palo Alto and Portland. Within 
this framework, two groups were 
particularly instrumental in the 
evrntual formation of a media space: 
the Design Methodology group and 
the Collaborative Systems group. 
Tracking the development of the two 
groups is important because the 
media space did not result from a 
carefully structured drsign process. 
Rather, it grew out of the agenda of 
the Design Methodology group to 
support design as a social activity and 
evolved to become the research focus 
of the Collaborative Systems group. 

The Design Methodology group 
was investigating tools to allow 
groups to keep records of significant 
prqject work. Records included mail, 
text tiles, code, project lists, and 
video recordings. An initial project 
was a video journal of the design of a 
house addition. One of the earliest 
uses of video in the group was a 
fixed, real-time, local area video/ 
audio connection between three re- 
searchers’ offices. The real-time con- 
nection, shown in Figure 2, provided 
a link among the group’s offices 
which were separated by 50 to 100 
feet. Building on ideas of Marshall 
McLuhan and Joshua Meyrowitr, 
video was used to increase the possi- 
bilities for keeping in touch by pro- 
viding connections outside of physi- 
cal space and extending the present 
time, place, and event [16, 171. In 
parallel, the Collaborative Systems 
group concentrated on computation- 
ally based information and process 
management for group work. They 
wanted to understand and develop 
tools that would support an existing 
cross-site development project within 
the Laboratory. 

For the various lab meetings, a 
fixed, two-way video link was estab- 

lished between Palo Alto and Port- 
land in September 1985. A camera. 
monitor and speaker phone were 
positioned at each site in the com- 
mon area, the shared area sur- 
rounded by offices. The link con- 
sisted of video compression 
equipment, a 56Kb per xc data line, 
an audio teleconferencing system, a 
standard phone line, and consumer- 
quality video cameras and monitors. 
The phone line providing audio link 
was left open all day. Thus, walking 
through the Commons provided an 
opportunity to see, hear, and speak 
with anyone in either Commons 
area. Although it had been intended 
as a cross-site meeting tool, the pri- 
mary use of the link initially was for 
frequent chance encounters between 
researchers at the two sites. In part, 
this was a result of having a dedi- 
cated communications line, so therr 
was no reason to turn off the link 
between meetings. Furthermore, 
because the equipment was relatively 
portable, researchers could and did 
move it into individual offices for 
private meetings. 

Once the Commons-to-Commons 
audio/video link was established, the 
Collaborative Systems group in- 
cluded it as an extension of their 
agenda to understand and support 
group work. In fact, one project 
team took on the interactional prob- 
lems of holding cross-site meetings. 
They addressed problems such as 
participation protocols and how it 
might be helpful to maintain a view 
of the entire group in order to par- 
ticipate effectively. Another tram 
worked on technology as a way to 
provide a surrogate for physical 
presence. They proposed developing 
a robot to wander the hallways at the 
remote location, not only providing 
the ‘seeing’ aspect of remote pres- 
ence, but, by displaying a video 
image of the person driving it, it 
would provide the ‘showing’ part as 
well. From all these early efforts, the 
audio/video system grew to provide 
manual, real-time control of visual 
and acoustic environments and sim- 
ple, manual control of recording, 
accessing, and replaying. 

The Development of a Media Space 

When the Design Methodology re- 
searchers brought together their 



aud,oiv,dco artwork wrh dw prrex- 
isting computing network, the first 
PARC media space emerged (see Figs 
ore 3). This initial prototype ex- 
pandrd and extended the fixed 
audio/video corrnrction among their 
four offices. Through a crossbar 
switch that linked the cameras, moni- 

tors, and microphones in each office, 
rhe computer now gave switched ac- 
crss to persons in each office [22]. 
The video switch was critical io prw 
viding mwiifio6L corrrrections; partiri- 
lrants could contigure the electronic 
space to align with their Curre”, ac- 
tivity. l-he modification of electronic 
space had a physical component a\ 
well, sin(.~ rhc plarcmrnt and num- 

her of audio and video pick-ups and 
displays in each office were also the 
suhjecr of constant change. 

The four researchers in their ind- 
Gdual offices worked with one an- 
other across the video connection- 
through the media spare-while 
being physically scparatr from one 
another. Soon the tour-office media 
spare extended into the laboratory’s 
sharrd work areas and incorporatrd 
dle fixed video link brtwecn the two 
common areas in Portland and Palo 

Alto Puhlir-to-private connections 
were now added to the &sting 
prqjecl-centric. pcrr-to-peer, office 
to-office connections. The activities 
of peoplr in the local Commons or 
““,Z X00 miles away-passing 
through. chatting, assembling man”- 
scripts, or whatever--were now “cca- 
sionally part of the s~enr in the four 
offices. .Ihis served to connect the 
users of the four oftires with orhrr 

lab activities and represented an 
important link with the Collaborative 
Systems group. Lab members could 
move fluidly from using the public 
video/audio connection in the Coo- 
moos to a more private use of media 
space in their individual oftices. ‘l‘he 
media spare could exist or not exist 
in a variety of places; the media spacr 
could be or not he a major focus in 
these locations. 

The initial system of video, audw. 
nod computing rrrhnolngic~ used by 
members of the Design Methodology 
group demonstrated such potential 
for krcping mcmbcrs of a spatially 
disrrihutcd group in close. ongoing 
~onfacr, that an improved media 
space b~camc R rcscarrh focus of thr 

lab. The video/audio crossbar used in 
Pal” Alto was exter~led to 20 X 20. 
and a IO x IO crossbar was insmIled 
in Portland. At this point, a r-omplerr 
media space could exist in and across 
thr two sita. The initial media space 
of four offices in Palo .Alro, several 
public arcas, and the link to Portland 
was cxpandrd to eight oft&\ in Palo 
Alto. connections to various drvires 
(such ar video rcrordc-rs and vidrw 

disc players), Iocatioos in orhcr labo- 
ratories, six off&s in Portland, sev- 
cral shard xras in Portland, and 
the cross-sit? link. Compurrr scrvcrs 
were implemented to control the 
media space’s crossbar switches and 
other drvicrs. Computer worksta- 
tions could communicate with the 
scrvcrs to control rhc connectiGty ol 
the audio/video nrtwork as shown io 

Figure 4. 
tiny projr<ts over the next 1X 

months foorusrd on the XI. mrdia 

space. .These ranged from access to 
the mrdia space (rcmotc camera cow 
trol. meeting prorrx-“Is. and inter- 
fares) to shared computational appli- 
cations to augment the media space 
communications (for example, draw- 
ing tools and shared databases). Sev- 
eral issues emerged for research con- 
sideration: thr impact of merging 
novel communication environments 

with existing social relations and 
work activities, the provision for pri- 
“Xy, and user-tailorable cnviron~ 
mrnts. A thrcr-year study of the 
organizational and interpersonal 
dynamics of the distrihurcd lahora- 
tory was started [Xl], and in 1987 a 
studs of video-mediated interaction 
was begun [I I]. 

In *c,rorpe<,, II <a*, Ix. xc,, rha1 

where the antecedents took a tired, 
physical space (e.g., a phone booth or 
a conference room) as a Snppo’L “pm 
paraus for elecwonic commuoicn~ 
dons, a media space uses electronic 
media (primarily video) to alter and 
augment physical space. Where th< 
anreredrnts relied on technology to 
he constant and mostly outside uses 
control, the Pal” Alto-Portland 
media spare was developed and wa, 
rontirrtully shnpcd hy rbr proplr 

using it. At the same tom, rhc roots 
provided by XI. pushed for suppo~.t 
of a group, not individuals cormect~ 
ing only to do a particular task. The 
motivating prohlrm was to rrueatr 
in a working group scparatcd gco- 
graphicallv 1hr seose of enrbedde& 
ness char we had found in working 
togrrher Irw-ally. We trird a variety of 
devices (both social and tcrhniral, 

and we used those in a variety ot 
wan, some araicipared and some not 
anticipated. As seen from the initial 
dcvclopmrnt of thr media spacr, WC 
ircrarrd frcqurndy and quickly; w< 
kept rhr partiripanrs in conrrol of the 
technology and of their work activity, 
we allowed Lhe technology and thr 
work activity to cvolvr togrthrr. The 

PARC mrdia spare began not with n 
singlr technological goal, hut from 
the work of a diwrse group of pea- 
pie exploring new ways of working 
and collaborating. 

The Use Of a Media Space In 
the Pal0 Alto-Portland Link 
The activity of using a media spaw 1s 
nor a primary activity itself, but one 

enabling other activities. Unlike 
‘phone’ or ‘tele~orrference‘. ‘nwdia 
space’ has not become a verb. As with 
its creation, thr use of a media spacr 
I-equires understanding the contin~ 
“cd evolution of the a&vi&s into 
which it is integrated as well as the 
technologies that constitute it. The 
Pal” Alto-Portland link provides n 
particularly useful example, sirrcc 
rollcagucs who both nredrd and 

wanted to work togcrhcr were dis- 
tributed geographically; the link was 
oftrn in use. Furthermore, much of 
the stn~twe of the media space 
rvolved through me of the link 
rather than through n ,btion ha& 
ware and software design. 

As discussed carlier in this arliclr, 



the split lab was plannrd a\ a” cxpcr- 
iment in which the demands of the 

setting would drive the technological 
explorations. Anyone wantirlg an 
office node was provided with one, 
and audio and video were entirely 
separaw both in the hardware and in 
the software. Since the switching in- 
terfaces included no access or con- 
nectmn restrictions, users deter- 
mined their availability across the 
medium by directly controlling the 
technology. For example, the office 
camera was typically in one of three 
states; open and on-the user visible; 
open but focused on some n”nuse, 
location (a poster, outside the win- 
dow, etc.-friendly but not person- 

ally visible); or closed (i.e., lens cap 
on and/or camera off-not available). 
While cameras were most often open 
on a user, microphones were often 
off but switched on quickly as 
needed. In the Commons areas, both 
the cameras and microphones were 
typically on but the camera was regu- 
larly moved as activities and partici- 
pants in the area changed. There was 
not automatic notification when 
someone was watching, so the ob- 
served person was not responsible 
for responding in ‘polite’ ways. Simi- 
larly an observer took responsibility 
for changing his/her display if both- 
ered by the image or audio. Individ- 
uals, not the technological system, 
evolved and maintained their own 

boundaries of personal and private 
space. 

It is important to nae that the 
Palo Alto-Portland media space was 
constantly in use, functioning like an 
extension of physical space. It was 
not something that was turned “off 
or ‘?m” during the day, but was con- 
tinually available. The media space 

supported a sense of playfulness, the 
casual acceptance of one anothers’ 

presence, and for people in Palo 
Alto, a closer sense of familiarity with 
those in Portland than with many in 
the same building. 

Kinds Of uses 
From providirrg a background 
awareness of people and events to 
focused interactions among col& 
leagues, a media space can be a part 
of many aspects of interaction. The 
following examples of uses from the 
Palo Aho-Porlland “media space indi- 
cate the range of possible activities 
and the ability of a media space TV 
support colleagues moving among 

activities. This range of activities is an 
important component in the value of 
a media space. ‘l’hese particular ex- 
amples have emerged from our own 
rxpcrirncrs, from videotaped data, 
from internal reports, and from an- 
ecdotal rvidence [ 1, 11, 201. 

Awareness. Although seemingly the 
m”st invisible, the use of the media 
space for pPriptleral RWale7leSS was per- 
haps its most powerful “se. The view 
frequently found in proples’ offices 
was the Commons at the other site. 

This view, at first glance, appeared to 
be nothing more than a view of an 
empty public space. On closer exami- 
nation, however, there was rarely 
more than a minute or two in which 
there were not at least sounds fro”, 
the other location giving clues about 
the ongoing activities there [ 1 I]. Peo- 
ple walked through and were in and 
o”t of offices; conversations took 
place. Being aware of such activities 
required no response; it provided an 
overview of who was around and 
what was happening (and afforded 
the possibility of joining in). Of 
course, this background awareness 
was not constrained to the common 
areas. Lab members who were work- 
ing closely together often had a col- 
league’s office on the monitor as a 
background view. We have see” peo- 

ple casually share jokes, show a 
group of friends a new toy, or move 

cameras to unusual positions for in- 
teresting visual effects. 

Chance Encounters. Chance ~~COUIL‘C~~ 
occurred much as they do when peo- 
ple are in the same physical location. 
They were unintentional and pro- 
vided a” opportunity for interaction. 
Again, the common area played a 
major role in the chance encounters. 
particularly since they provided live 
audio as well as video connection. As 
people walked through a Commons. 

thry typully glanced a the acreen, 
much as people lwk around them aa 
they walk down a hallway. When 
people were also in the Commons ot 
the other site, the opportunity for a 
chance encounter was at hand. 
Chance e”co”“ters also happened 
wherr people were using another of- 
fice as a background. Thus, wherr 
someone wandered into an office a, 
one site, he/she might find someone 

at the other site as well. Figure 5 il- 
lustrates such a chance encounter 
which started from a vacation discus- 
sion in Portland and went on t” a 
lengthy conversation about configur- 
ing rquipment m provide direct eye 
ga.ze. 

Locating CoNeagues. Unlike chance 
encounters that occurred as a side 
effect of doing something else, local- 
ing colleagues was intentional, either 
to locate someone in particular or to 
find ““t who was around. Sometimes 

this was done by using the audio con- 
nection, for example, just calling t* 
the other site “is John around?” 01 

even “is anybody there?” Sometimes 
lab members located one another by 
specifically looking in the other com- 
mon areas and/or offices “sing video 
switching. Asking, “have you seen 
John?,” in the media space environ- 
ment expanded the area in which 
“ne might have see” another to a 
space beyond the physical. These 
sorts of efforts to locate others all 
depend on the expanded awareness 
provided by a media space. 

PicturePhone Redus. Video phone con- 
uersatio?u were often used cross-site 
between two colleagues who were 
focused on a particular technical 
matter or “n cross-site supervision. 

In general, video phone conversa- 
tions were less frequent than other 
uses of the media space. Still, the 
video helped colleagues to explain 
drawings to one another or to have 
added visual feedback as they dis- 
cussed sensitive matters. 

Group Discursiom. Group drrclnmm 
in the media space most resembled 
the use of a video conferencing facil- 
ity. However, the general availability 
of the Palo Alto-Portland media 
space throughout the areas of the lab 
led t” great flexibility in the sponw 
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mds. Although most attention was on Project Support: Experimentation and 
real-time access, recording and rettipv- Envisionment. As part of the working 
ing video record,y were also available in life of the lab, the Palo Alto-Portland 
the media space. Meetings were reg- media space was heavily used f.or 
ularly recorded and made available @ject supporl [23]. In particular, a 
to those participants who missed the media space allows an easy way to set 
meeting or who wanted to review the up envisionment exercises in which 
meeting after the fact (although this video/audio connections can simulate 

neity and location of such meetings. was not particularly easy cross-site). various means of support for distrib- 
Group discussions arose from casual The notion of video memos or notes uted group work. The Office Design 
conversations as well as from sched- was used heavily in various design Project created an environment that 
uled meetings. Small groups met in projects as well as within the Lab it- allowed three architects who had 
offices or the Commons, while larger self [23]. A later expanded version of never met face-to-face to participate 
meetings were frequently held in the video memos, called PARC-o-grams, in a design exercise, meeting and 
Commons or the conference rooms. were compilations of informal video working in a media space [26]. In 
Work groups could meet on an as- interviews and events recorded on another project, equipment from the 
needed basis with little need for spe- videotape and sent between the Palo media space (ix., cameras, monitors, 
cial scheduling. Alto media space participants and and recorders) was taken to an actual 

their colleagues at EuroPARC in mechanical design project to support 
Recording and Replaying Video Rec- Cambridge, England. the communications among groups 

Column headings correspond to subsection headings 



[9J_ In still another audy, this equip- 
ment was used in simulations of the 
communication process between de- 
sign and manufacturing [8, 181. In 
prototyping and studying technolo- 
gies for task-specific use, such as 
shared drawing tools, the media 
space has frequently provided video 
and audio connections for the inter- 
actions with these systems [19]. 

Presentations. A media space car) also 
be used as a means of augmenting 
video present&m. Again, because a 
variety of audio/video devices are 
connected to the network, it is 
straightforward to use videotapes or 
broadcast live video presentations to 
a particular place (ix., the Commons 
or conference rooms or offices). In 
the Pal” Alto-Portland media space, 
presentations held in the main PARC 
auditorium could be transmitted to 
nodes on the media space. This al- 
lowed Portland members to see and 
participate in PARC-wide meetings. 

Social Activities. A media space of- 
fers a medium for shawd social actiu- 
ity The background awareness cre- 
ata a sense of what happens at other 
sites; the group meetings were occa- 
sions to work together. Both contrib- 
uted to a sense of shared experience 
and culture. Other events that con- 
tribute to the cohesiveness of a work- 
ing group also utilized the media 
space cross-site link. It was common 
for Palo Alto SCL colleagues “n‘e a 
week to eat lunch together in the 
common area. With the advent of the 
Palo Alto-Portland media space, the 
‘Commons lunch’ often occurred at 
both sites. The Christmas party was 
held jointly, with at least a few activi- 
ties planned to take advantage of the 
link and to minimize the properties 
of the link that were difficult to over- 
come (large cocktail group conversa- 
tions were impossible, for example, 
but charades worked quite well). 

Media Space Use and Dally ACtlVlhl 
Given the various uses of a media 
space that we have observed, how 
might they appear across the activi- 
ties of a typical day? SCL conducted 
its research in an office environment 
that is typical of so-called ‘knowledge 
workers’. Table 1 shows one subjec- 
tive view of the interaction between 

activities and uses across the work 
day in this environment. 

l At the start of the day, people 
would arrive, some with briefcases in 
hand, walk across the Commons, 
glance at the large media space mon- 
itor to get some idea of who had al- 
ready arrived in the other location, 
and say ‘Good morning!’ to whom- 
ever was within earshot. 

. The morning might progress by 
reading and answering electronic 
mail (much of it from other SCL re- 
search staffl and writing code and 
reports. During this time, the moni- 
tor would very likely be showing a 
view of the local and remote common 
spaces. Occasionally, one might 
switch to the office of a specific col- 
league in order to ask a quick ques- 
tion or schedule a meeting. Others 
might notice this interaction on their 
own monitors and understand that 
this would be a poor time to inter- 
rupt. 
. The morning would be broken by 
a stroll across the Commons to the 
coffee pot and the printer. Besides 
passing “pen office doors and cross- 
ing paths with other caffeine seekers, 
this meander encouraged electronic 
chance encounters as people’s voices 
carried over the Commons’ speaker- 
phone and as colleagues would cross 
in front of the Commons’ camera. 
. In their offices, while engaged in 
the usually solitary enterprise of 
writing code and debugging, re- 
searchers might seek out the exper- 
tise of a colleague or catch a glimpse 
of others headed off to lunch to- 
gether. The office could yo-yo from 
cloister to shared office in an instant, 
reflecting the moment-to-moment 
changes in focus. 
l In contrast to the fluidity of a rou- 
tine morning in the office, a project 
experiment could dictate a particular 
configuration of spaces and technol- 
ogles. On these occasions, the media 
space became research apparatus by 
easily linking cameras and recorders 
in fixed connections. 
l Some days were filled with meet- 
ings, many of which used the media 
space. Project meetings, held at regu- 
lar and often frequent intervals, had 
small groups that would brainstorm 
ideas, review progress, assign tasks, 
refine understanding, gossip, and 

present work. ‘l‘his would be in a mix 
of formal agendas and casual discus- 
sion. The media space would be used 
to track down the tardy, to hold one- 
“n-one and group conversations, and 
to make a videotape that those on 
vacation (or in other meetings) could 
later watch to keep current. Those 
not engaged in the project meetings 
might look in to remain aware of the 
group’s progress. 

. The entire Lab would hold much 
bigger meetings to deal with issues 
ranging from the assignment of of- 
lice space to the formulation of a 
mission statement. Here the media 
space was a kind of cheap teleconfer- 
encing system supporting group-to- 
group connection. Lab meetings usu- 
ally revolved around a set agenda but 
also included explicit social activities 
such as birthday parties. 

. At the end of the day, the social nl- 
“al of ‘Good night!’ as people headed 
out the door would conclude with a 
sense of who was around based on 
the responses that were heard. Even 
this would not be the last use of the 
day, since one or two people could be 
found working late into the night. 
Most likely they would connect their 
offices, remaining aware of the oth- 
er’s presence even if they were not 
otherwise working together. 

The scenario depicted in the preced- 
ing list illustrates a significant success 
of the Palo Alto-Portland media 
space: support for a broad range of 
working activities. The media space 
was not intended to replace face-to- 
face interactions, but it did provide 
an environment for a geographically 
distributed group that needed to 
work together. It was not a video 
conference system, though it was 
used for that purpose. It was not a 
video phone system, though it was 
used for that purpose. The value of 
the media space was that it was avail- 
able and present across a range of 
activities. It accomplished this not by 
being neutral or ‘all-purpose’ but by 
affording appropriation to each of 
the particular groups and activities 
[21]. It offered a means of maintain- 
ing group working relationships and 
group work in a way not previously 
possible over an 800.mile separation. 



The Media Space Today 
In Jdmldr) I!uiH, lh(. Portland lab 
was closed, illld Xl. was mrrged 
with another PARC bib to form thr 
System Scicnres Laboratory (SSL). 
The media space in Palo Alto tras 
expanded LO include more switches, 
additional offices and new devices to 
support researchers engaged in the 
study of design process, cotlahontivc 
systems and work practices. In addi- 
tion, the group of researchers dig 
rectty connected hy lbe media space 
expanded to researchers in other 
groups at PARC, including people 
working on multimedia networks 
and on image manipulation ;md star- 
age. t.ooking hack over tbc crration 
and evolution of the media space, its 
use in the Palo Alto-Portland link, 
and its continued role in a variety of 
rnvironments today, we can begin to 
characterize media space technoto- 
gies and ways of working. These arc 
relrvant in the contexts we trave 
studied but provide implications for 
other settings as well. The succrss ol 
the Palo Alto-Portland link dcmon- 
strates the support of technologies 
for maintaining work and social ac- 
tivity across the two sites and demon- 
stratus our method of interweaving 
technology advances and work activ- 
ity. Perhaps most important, our 
continued use of the media space, as 
well as the succrss of related projects 
in other organizations (see sidehar, 
“Additional Media Space Research”), 
suggests the value of further woh- 
tion and iteration of connecting col- 
leagues across space and/or time with 
video, audio, and computing tcch- 
nolog&. 

Current Media Spate Projects 
In recent years several projects m 
other places have addressed issues ol 
connecting collcagues across space 
and/or time with video, audio, and 
computing technologies (see “Addi- 
tional Media Space Research”). In 
each of these, the user groups and 
the design decisions made for imptr- 

mcuratwn of thr tcchnologicb have 
differed from those in the Palo Atto- 
Portland link. These projects illus- 
trate an even greater range of ways 
of working within a media space, 
provide additional rxperiences and 
observations, and raise new issues for 
study. The emergence of a media 
spacr at thr EuroPARC lab in Can- 
bridge, England, generated a nor,,- 
her of new approaches LO the use and 
study of media spaces and prompted 
consideration of connectiom OVCI 
even longer diwrrces and time dil- 
fererrces 161. 

The dissolution of our crosGtr 
link ted to a new’ instimtii~tion of thr 
media spacr at PAR<:, which also it- 
lustratcs some diffcrcnt technologies 
and ways of working. The partici- 
pants in the PARC media space are in 
ttre samr building, often located in 
physically proximate oft&s. Now 
one finds that the view most often on 
morriton is that of the 4.input video 
display (the image consists of four 
arparate feeds each shown in a dif- 
fcrcnt quadrant of thr display). Al- 
though the four images do change 
from time-to-time, they arr mrw 
often of a group of four researchers 
who work logether regularly. Ke- 
wntly, an addition of two surnrnrr 
students to the project caused some 
renegotiation ahout which four im- 
ages should appear. Different mem- 
hers of ttx group regularly reconlig- 
wed the four images for individual 
prrfcrmccs. Over time, the membcl 
of the group who was least involved 
with the students was left out of the 
combination image; the students 
almost always appeared; and the 
other two images wrre updated as 
the other three researchers came and 
wrnt throughout the day. The old 
pattern of use was changed as the 
group habits xljusted to diftererrr 
patterns in the communication. 

The media space continues to play 
an important rote in our work activ- 
ity even though our offices arc now 
close together. New participants par- 
ticularly mention the value of having 
team members who are instantly ac- 
cessible and inwractions that can 
occur with relatively low effort. From 
this basis, the next steps in this re- 
search involve investigations of the 
implications of fully digital transmis- 
sion and storage systems and the 

ways m which rral ot+cta arId apacsa 
can be shared at it distance. The 
media space continues to he every 
present and available but easily put 
in the background of consciou, 
awarrncss. 

Research Findings 
What does the mcd,a spxc drvclup- 
mrnt and use tell us about our prcm- 
ix that in creating technologies to 
support work, the technologies and 
work activities xc intertwined and 
evolve together? First, the medi;t 
demonstrates that we can develop 
tectmotogy to support social activity. 
Second, the Palo Alto-Portland link 
shows that with technological sup- 
port a working group can cottahoralc 
effectively cross-site as a single entity 
I‘hird, we have identified corrsidera- 

dons in the design of a media space. 
Fourth, we have drmonstrated that 
design through an intcrwcaving of 
technology and work activity is via- 
ble. 

Technologies in Support of Social Ac- 
tivity. I.ike video conferencing or 
video phones, the media space was 
conccmcd with supporting groups 
across distance. However, we werr 
particularly concerned with the con 
plex, multifaceted activities of work 
groups. Our experience with thr 
Palo Alto-Portland link has dcmon- 
strated rtxu lectmologies fan supporr 
the social activity of work groups dis- 
tributed across space. The frequent 
and regular use of the media apacr 
for awareness, for informal intcrar- 
Lions, and for sharing culture are all 
indications that technologies are sup- 
porting more than task-specific com- 
nl”mcatlo*l. 

Croup Maintenance Across Distance. 
A central demonstration of the Palo 
Alto-Portland link was not only that 
the technologies supported work ac- 
tivity, hut that the group could and 
did maintain itself as a single con+ 
nrunity. People regularly rcfcrred to 
all mcmhcrs gross sites as ‘WC’. Peo- 
ple could and did move among pro,- 
ects and areas. People within the 
group depended on others, regard- 
less of location, as resources in work 
and play. 

Considerations in the Design of n 



Media Space. Alrhough there ib no 
easy formula for creating a media 
space, we can suggest some lmpor~ 
tant considerations. The people par- 

ticipating in the media space have the 
greatest influence on the ways in 
which it will be used. The ways of 
working that people bring to a media 
space and create in that space can 
vary greatly. However, characteris- 
tics of the setting and the technology 
are also important in how a media 
space is used and what it becomes. 

We consider the setting to include 
the individuals using the technology, 
the relationships among these indi- 
viduals, and their activities. Factors 
affecting the shape of a media space 
include group size, the working rela- 
tionships within the group, the phys- 
ical proximity of members of the 
group to one another, the nature of 
the work, and the group’s approach 
to work and social relationships. Dif- 
ferent settings require different 
media space configurations. For ex- 
ample, commonality of purpose and the 
&gree oJopenr~ess about work are indi- 
cators that an open technological in- 
frastructure can accommodate. the 
group activity as in the Palo Alto- 
Portland case. 

Likewise characteristics of the 
technologies impact use. The fact 
that the media space was easily acces- 
sible (often requiring no action on a 
participant’s part except to partici- 
pate) was critical as evidenced by the 
use of the Common’s open audio/ 
video channel. The interfaces to corr- 
trol the media space that persisted 
were easy to use and displayed the 
full posslbdmes for connections as 
well as who was connected to whom 
at a given time. Looking at the inter- 
face was like entering a room in 
which a party is going on and being 
able to see the various conversations 
under way at a glance. 

The technologies of the media 
space include not only the objects of 
the system hut also their placement, 
the access to them, the interfaces to 
them, and the connections among 
them. Several characteristics of the 
technological setup are influential in 
the resulting use of the system: access 
to real-time and recorded material, 
public and private links, additional 
shared tools, privacy protection, 

background v,ews, rec,proc,ty, audw 
and video separation, and connected 
open public areas. The placement of 
and access to the technologies, as well 
as their integration into the ongoing 
organizations of work life, is critical 
to the use and success of any media 
space. 

A Method of Creation by Evolution. 
We have found that our design and 
development based on the interde- 
pendence of work activity with tech- 
nologies result in successful systems. 
(Not only did we demonstrate the use 
of the media space in the cross-site 
lah, hut the media space continues to 
thrive within a c&rated lab.) 

The creation and evolution of the 
media space also led to developmenr 
of other new technologies. One of 
the problems that became apparent 
early in the Palo Alto-Portland link 
was the need for a shared drawing 
surface. Users of the media space 
could easily point their cameras at 
drawing papers or whitehoards, and 
they did this relatively often. How 
ever, users were never satisfied with 
simply showing work to one another; 
they wanted and needed to collabo- 
rate on problems and solutions. In a 
manner similar to the creation of the 
media space, we used the work activ- 
ity and the development of technolo- 
gies in concert to explore a variety of 
shared drawing prototypes [19, 251. 

Another impact of the work was 
on media literacy and the subsequent 
reliance on this media literacy by 
other projects in XL. From Design 
Journal to Office Design Project, 
from Chinese Temple editors to 
Electronic Sketchbooks of Thangka 
Painting, from the mechanical design 
project to future engineering envi- 
ronments-each went from comput- 
ing to computing augmented with 
audio and video, especially leverag- 
ing on the temporal characteristics of 
the media [8, 15, 18, 23, 261. These 
projects illustrate steps in the evolu- 
tion toward a unified field of audio, 
video, and computing. 

Understanding the importance of 
awareness and open connection in 
XL led us to consider whether 
awareness of people and activities in 
a working group had value indepen- 
dent of other mechanisms that might 
he available for collaboration. Tools 

were built LU cxplorc this nouon of 
awareness. One such tool, Portholes, 
is regularly used today between 
PARC and KuroPARC [4]. 

Practical Observations 
While many issues in the media spxr 
have been addressed by the develop- 
ment of social convention, there have 
hecn recurring problems with several 
aspects of the media space which in- 
dividual adaptation and social cow 
vention are not equipped to fix. 
Some of these problems may have 
technological fixes; some remain 
open issues. 

Scale. ‘The Palo Alto-Portland mcd,a 
space involved about 20 participants 
in three groups (and a numher of 
projects). We do not know how a 
media space extends to larger com- 
munities and organizations, and we 
do not have much experience across 
hierarchies. We expect that a group 
in which everyone knows everyone 
else will have a much different use of 
a media space than one in which 
members are less familiar with one 
another. We recommend that those 
interested in connections across time 
and space consider whether or not 
there is an ongoing group that works 
together closely. For interactions that 
do not depend on a day-to-day sense 
of community and a regular aware- 
ness of one anothers‘ activities, such 
as occasional task forces or informa- 
tion sharing, technologies other than 
media spaces may be more appropri- 
ate support. 

Even in media spaces of 20 to 30 
participants, each has been devel- 
oped in a different organizational 
context to meet somewhat different 
needs. While the open, continuously 
available environment of the PARC 
media space is appropriate for a 
number of group settings, it is clearly 
not appropriate for all. One means 
of extending to larger organizations 
might involve connecting subgroups 
of media spaces. The opportunity 
and challenge of electronic connec- 
tion is to support the variety of ways 
in which people can and might work 
together. With media spaces, one size 
does not fit all: To build systems that 
reflect the changing needs of user 
communities means they must fluidly 
be able to accommodate open styles 



of wrrkmg as well as closed and pri- 
“ate ones. 

Harmful Analogies. Mediated com- 
munication systems such as the 
media space are frequently corn- 
pared to face-to-face interaction. It is 
important to reiterate that we did not 
try to rrplacr fxc-to-face communi- 
cation nor do we believe that medi- 

ated communication can replicate 
the face-to-face experience. The 
importance of the Palo Alto-Portland 
media space was that it provided an 
opportunity for communication not 
possible without ‘being there’ and 
that the support extended beyond 
communication on the explicit con- 
tent of the work task. This is what 
made the media space a swtainepr of 
working relationships. 

It is also tempting to compare a 
media space with typical marketplace 
technologkal offerings: video confer- 

acing, video phones, and desktop 
video. In fact, these systems have 
similarities to aspects of some media 
spaces, and most media spaces offer 
the capabilities of video conferenc- 
ing, video phone calls, and desktop 
video. However, neither video con- 
ferencing nor video phones offer the 
flexibility provided by integrating 
those technologies into a computing 
environment. Most video conferenc- 
ing requires that one ‘go’ someplace; 
it is not an integrated part of the of- 
fice itself. The video phone model 
lacks the ability to maintain a periph- 
eral awareness of activities in the 
space or to take advantage of sponta- 
neous interactions; ‘calling’ requires 
a deliberate action and implies a be- 

ginning and an end. Desktop video, 
however, has potential for offering 
the same capabilities as a media space 
does, especially if the camera is not 
integrated into the workstation and is 

freely movable. It will be valuable to 
explore the possibilities for desktop 
video in supporting activities like 
peripheral awareness, chance en- 
counters, distributed meetings and 





Audio. One of the most noticcablr 
problems in the Palo Alto-Portland 
media space was the difficulty in 
using the audio connection. Our 
half-duplex line meant that only one 

site could be heard at any one time. 
Seamless turn-taking and interrup- 
tions were not possible. We learned 
when and how to pantomime our in- 
tentions and mechanisms for cnn- 
trolling the microphones to minimize 
unintentional interrupts. Even with 
full-duplex audio, similar problems 
persist. There is not a general soh- 
tion for feedback, line delay over dis- 

tances, noise in rooms such as from 
cooling fans, uneven levels (one 
source may come booming out and 
another may be inaudibly low), user 
orientation, and audio cues. 

These problems become more 
noticeable and more intractable 
when we try to discriminate among 
multiple speakers. In a group situa- 
tion, not only is speaker discrimina- 
tion difficult, hut it is hard to get the 

attention of one member of a group 
without having separate audio and 
video channels to each of them. Fur- 
thermore, it is impossible to hold 
cross-site side conversations in situa- 
tions of single audio and video chan- 
nels between groups. These kinds of 
conversational moves-discrimi- 
nating one of many speakers, gaining 
attention, and holding side conversa- 
tions-are essential in fluid group 
activities, such as brainstorming. 

Access and Control. We have found 
several ways in which participants in 
a media space can increase their 
awareness of the system and their 
relation to it. Feedback monitors, dis- 
plays that show whatever the local 
camera is sending, are frequently 
useful as a mean3 of positioning one- 
self in relation to participants in 
other sites. These displays are also a 
visible alert to visitors that they are in 

a media space. 
Having software intrrfaces that 

provide information about the state 
of a media space extends the feeling 
of control. For an individual to main- 
tain a sense of the group, it is essen- 
tial to maintain a tense of the mem- 
bers’ connections to one another. 
Like walking into a room in which a 
meeting is about to begin, it is impor- 
tant to see who is talking to whom, 
who is listening in, and who is avail- 

able. The user interface is part of the 
crucial continuum that not only al- 
lows switching one’s own Conner- 
tions, it lets one know who is linked 
tu any device, especially one’s own 
camera. In turn, this lets participants 
know who may be aware of their ac- 
tions. Knowing to whom someone 

else is linked offers awareness of 
their state. All this contributes to in- 
dividual authority over equipment. 

Often a simple mechanical widget 

provides the hesr interface for con- 
trolling the system. In RAVE [fi], the 
microphones between two partici- 
pants are turned on and off by foot 
pedals. In our current media space, 
we have on/off switches on our mi- 
crophones making it simple to con- 
trol access to the audio. Across the 
history of the PARC media space, all 

participants have been technological 
equals (i.e., one could not have a 
monitor without a camera); hut more 
important, the media space was de- 
veloped, owned and used by the 
fame people. There was no external 
monitoring or control. 

Camera Control. There are some 
problems related to the difficulty of 
‘looking around’. People find it diff- 
cult to maintain spatial orientation in 
a media space. ‘Where am I?’ and 

‘What am 1 looking at? are common 
questions, usually requiring the 
viewer to be familiar with the physi- 
cal space containing the camera. 
While it is not technically difficult to 
control a camera remotely in order to 
look around, we have found the ex- 
perience is not very useful. It is dis- 
turbing to see your camera move 
with no visible control. Not only do 
many feel ‘watched’ (more so than 
with static cameras), but it becomes 

very difficult to stay positioned on- 
camera. Another aspect of camera 
control is the trade-off between 

showing detzail, such as writing on a 
whitehoard, and showing a wide field 
of view, such as all the people around 
a whiteboard. Focus on detail often 
results in people being off camera, d 
heightened spatial disorientation, 
and difficulty knowing who is pres- 
e”t. 

Integration of Shared Technologies. 
Our experience with the software 
systems design project showed that 
having media space connections 
alone is not sufficient tu support fo- 

cused task activity. Although support 
for activities such as shared drawing 
and awareness of colleagues resulted 
in additional prototypes, we have not 
integrated these technologies with 
the media space environment. Simi- 
larly, it is important to provide conti- 
nuity between tools for individual 
use and those for shared use [IO]. 

Experience, the Best Teacher. Consis- 
tently throughout the years, we have 
found the use of the technologies is 
best understood by experience 
rather than only by demonstration. 
While most new participants in the 
media space use it familiarly within a 
few days, some members of XL 
chose not to become participants for 

several months or years. In one case, 
a member of XL never had a media 
space node in his office. However, 
during a recent summer in which hc 
supervised an intern whose office 
was several hallways away, he and his 
student asked to join the media 
space. He now continues to he a part 
of the media space although his stu- 
dent has been gone for over a year. 
Like a new taste, a media space can 
be described in familiar terms, hut 

the actual effects occur only when 
technology and people interact. 

Conclusions 
In the PARC media space, the way 
we work shapes the design and the 
media space shapes the way we work 
This iterative molding of activity and 
technology is critical in allowing a 
media space to become the setting 
for work and not the locus of its own 
peculiar activity. This is also the key 

to developing technology that ulti- 
mately ‘disappears’ so that the life of 
the workplace is simply carried on 
through it. The Palo Alto-Portland 



media space was the rrsult of a pro- 
cess that linked a particular group, a 
particular kind of work, and a partic- 
ular set of technologies that evolved 
together. We believe such a process is 
necessary for the design of any 
media space. 

We see our work with the media 

space as merely a beginning. Cer- 
tainly there is still much to explore 

about media spaces and much to 
question. Many issues of privacy and 
group relationships arc raised by 
such systems. Underlying architec- 
ture will play an increasingly impor- 
tant role as technologies make possi- 
ble more digital audio and video 
transmission over long distances. 
(See associated sidebar, “Media 

Spaces and Broadband ISDN”.) 
There are recurring problems that 
might be termed ‘philosophical mis- 
match’. Some members of the media 
space believe that visual reciprocity 
(you can see me only if I see you) is a 
necessity and others believe that con- 
nection is not a @ioti symmetric so 
that unidirectional links can be made 
to anybody. Given that both want to 
use the same media space to work 
with each other, how can these posi- 

tions be reconciled? We also need to 
know more about how to evaluate 
these systems and what constitutes 
success. Ultimately, we need to on- 
derstand the design and use of such 
systems in broader contexts. Under- 
standing more about the nature of 
the work activity and the ways in 
which people shape systems for their 
own uses is critical. 

The media space offered some. 
thing wonderful to those of us who 
experienced the Palo Alto-Portland 
link. We could be clove to our col- 
leagues who were, in fact, quite far 
away. The environment was always 

changing and always challenging. 
Sometimes unexpected actions made 
us realize anew how little we knew 

about the space we had created. 
Sometimes frustrations of not having 
the ability to interact as we would 
face-to-face caused us to embark on 
some new path. Sometimes the need 
to communicate more fully was an- 
swered by an airplane trip tempered 
by the realization that a media space, 
even when limited, offered a much 
richer environment than no cross- 
site connection. The PARC media 

space supported both the lab culture 
and the research activities. We were 
able to maintain an ongoing sense of 
being one group and of being ‘pres- 
ent’ to people geographically distant, 
as well as to those locally. Whatever 
else, the media space brought people 
together in a way that was not possi- 

ble otherwise. Ultimately, a media 
space is a place in which people and 

events can expand experience in new 
ways. 

We appreciate that Adele Goldberg 
fostered an environment in which a 

media space could grow. We particu- 
larly thank the many who have 
worked on the media space itself and 
all the Palo Alto-Portland partici- 
pants for being there. We thank our 
current colleagues, Kathy Carter, 
Paul Dourish, Bill Gaver, Enriquc 
Godreau, Bryan Lyles, Lola McGuf- 
fin, Scott Minneman, Dave Robson, 

Lucy Suchman, Dan Swinehart, and 
Karen Weber for helpful readings 
and discussions of this work. We are 

also very appreciative to Bob Stults 
for his original vision and for his 
reading of earlier drafts of this arti- 
cle, to Bob Root of Bellcore for con- 
siderable discussion of the research 
issues involved as well as critical 
readings of the article along with Rob 
Fish of Bellcore. 0 
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Media spaces resulre c”a”ges to our con”entio”al “ndelr of 
“etwprks: tbelr aggregate bandwldt” re,,“,reme”ts far exceed 
current prxt,c.?. If we cpnt,n”e to b”I,d cp”,p”ter “etwprks 
as DYerlaYS on me P”bl,C comm”nlcatlOnS network, It 15 ““- 
,ll(el” “lat we will be able to prpvlde ““,“ersal “etwprk sup- 
port for media spaces. Fortunately. t”e dePlp,‘ment of ATM 
tech”p,og” b” t”e public teletO”V”““lcatlo”S prp”,delS will 
allow “16~3 direct access to the bandwidth pf “,e communlca- 
tip” lnhastr”ct”re. ATM does not Ipl”e ma”” M Me d,fRc”lt 
proble”x of networkfng. but. b” harne6sl”g the p”bllc tele- 
cpmm”nlcatlon~ lnhastr”ct”re. It does prO”lde a pro”e” pro. 
ce% for “sage-based growth 

The “se M t”e ATM s~r.4~~ dpeS “pt tpme wlthwt COSt to 
the t0mp”ter comm”nlt-y. TO take “,a~,“,““, advantage of “,e 
P”bl,c ,nfrartr”ct”re. cpmm”nlcatlp”S PmtOCols must e~ive 
be”p”d “Blng the llghtwelght cp”“ect,p”~ prp”ldW by the 
ATM Se,“lce merely tp l”tercp”“ect Tp”teR. The need to dl- 
rectl” leverage t”e wbllc netwOrk means the cpmputer net. 
worYl”g comm”nlhl must forge strong ,,“k5 to me telecpm- 
m”“lcadons comm”n,N and be willing to wPR with,” the 
lnternatlpnal telecomm”“ltatlo”S standards ~r.xess. ATM Is 
different horn the system the cOmp”ter cp”v”““lty might 
wlSh to build. but dlf(erent do.3 “pt “ece%wll” mea” ,“fe”pr. 
Llkewlse. the telecomm”nlcatlo”s cpmr”““lti must be wllllng 
to XcOmm’Jdate Me requirements of the cp”,~“ter cornmu- 
“it-$. The task pf b”,,d,“g a glObal “Mw~k capable of s”~Po,T.- 
Ing ilPPllcatlp”5 5”~” as rlchl” connected media space6 will 
require changer on the part of a,, parues. 0 

*Lyle., B. and Swncha”. DE. nc cmcrpng g,@,, ~nrironmcn, and Ib r& .,I 
I.r.l ATM. ,888 connvn 1oE 10.4 (*p’, 1942). 52-58. 


